Stampin’ Template – Card Holder #3
Use this pattern to create a holder for 8-10 cards and envelopes.
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Supplies Needed
1 sheet of 8-1/2” x 11” cardstock for the card holder base
1 piece of cardstock 6” x 7” for the card holder flap
Scoring Tool or scoring blade on the paper trimmer
Scissors
Tear Tape or Liquid Glue
A punch to make the finger pull.
Directions for the Card Holder Base & Flap
1. Score the cardstock 4 7/8” in from each edge of the 11” side.
2. Score the cardstock 1-1/4” in from each edge of the 8-1/2” side.
3. Fold and crease all score lines in the same direction towards the center of the cardstock.
4. Cut away the small squares as shown by the shaded portions of the diagram.
5. Adhere the sides of the holder base, one over the other on each side using Tear Tape or Liquid Glue.
6. Score the 6” x 7” piece of cardstock along the 7” side at ½”, 1 ¾”, and 5 ¼”. Crease all score lines in the
same direction.
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Stampin’ Template – Card Holder #3
Use this pattern to create a holder for 8-10 cards and envelopes.
7. Adhere the card holder flap to the base using Tear Tape or Liquid Glue along the ½” scored section.
This will be attached inside the back edge of the card holder.
8. Use a punch to cut a finger pull along the top edge of the flap. Fold the 5-1/4” score line to the inside
and adhere along the edges to create a pocket for inserting postage stamps.
9. Choose a method for securing the flap: Velcro tabs, ribbon or a punched/die cut raised shape.
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